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Abstract. During pandemic, people’s lives are affected dramatically—more than 20 million people have been affected, and most companies have been affected by such virus. However, people may always consider that some industries with inelastic demands such as touring industries and new energy vehicles industries will not be affected by such crisis. By analyzing the data from specific companies, I found the difficulties and opportunities for these industries. For example, touring industry related companies can use several strategies such as promotional strategy and corporate with high-tech companies to tackle with the catastrophe. Besides, electric car industry related companies may set up their technical barriers to boost their sales. From my research, there is no real-inelastic demands for any industries, and the only method for them to survive at any time is always researching new technology and meet customers’ demands.

1 Introduction

During pandemic, everyone is still trying to figure out how and why the coronavirus may appear in the world suddenly. More than 100 million people were infected, and more than 2 million individuals passed away. I would like to discuss about the challenges and opportunities on Touring industry and New Energy Automobile Industry during pandemic. In US, nearly one individual (0.6) has a car, and in Japan, approximately half of them have a car. With the awareness for sustainable development in the world, people may start to consider the possibility to use an alternative energy, which boost the demands for new energy vehicle. In addition, accompanying with the aged tendency of population, population who over 60 years old occupied 17.9% of the population-249.49 millions have more time to enjoy their lives. Meanwhile, they are more willing to travel around world because of more spare time and high disposable income, which increases the global demand for touring industry.

2 New energy automobile

During pandemic, everyone is still trying to figure out how and why the coronavirus may appear in the world suddenly. More than 100 million people were infected, and more than 2 million individuals passed away. People may consider that Covid-19 act as a warming for greedy consumption of limited resources, which incurred the global warming. With the increasingly temperature of the world, the Antarctic Pole started to melt in an incredible speed and amount—the oldest and heaviest ice in the Arctic has declined by stunning 95%. Also, the ozone sphere has been destructed in some ways due to relentless emission of exhaust gas. Besides, although the vaccine of coronavirus appears now, the effectiveness still not been verified by empirical data. In this regard, people start to aware the importance of sustainable development. Meanwhile, gasoline, as a limited resource, has been used dramatically in recent years, and people have become more willing to purchase vehicles, which have inelastic demand, for upgrading their living standards and efficiencies. In US, nearly one individual (0.6) has a car, and in Japan, approximately half of them have a car. With the awareness for sustainable development in the world, people may start to consider the possibility to use an alternative energy. Nowadays, vehicle manufacturing companies initiate to utilize the electricity or hydrogen as the next generation of vehicle for replacing the fuel vehicle. In this way, the electric car is overwhelming in global new energy vehicle market. One of the representative brands of electric car is TESLA.

During pandemic, people are confined to go out. At the same time, for such objective factor, the demand of car dropped. The revenue of many main new energy manufacturing companies has fell dramatically. For example, the first quarter revenue of BYD is lower than that of in 2019 for nearly 35%. At the same time, TESLA catch the demands of electric cars in China due to huge amounts of population and the willingness to promote green energy. According to data from NASA, China contributed nearly 24% afforestation around the world in 10 years, which indicating China’s determination to push the afforestation. In order to fulfill the expected future revenue, TESLA has built a factory in China for declining the cost of the car and avoiding the tariff. In this way, a car with decreasing price and same quality may start to attract more customers. For instance, TESLA
has declined its price nearly 30% in Mainland of China. In addition, such measure of TESLA not only comply for its own long-term development, but also conform to the national policy of China—"establishment of a "dual circulation" development pattern in which domestic economic cycle plays a leading role while international economic cycle remains its extension and supplement.". Also, someone may start to consider why TESLA does not harness Hydrogen to set up a new energy vehicle. From my perspective, most of the patents of hydrogen car has been controlled by Toyota, and it’s costly to make research in a new area. Therefore, from the above reasons, TESLA come to China and chase for more revenues and higher expectations.

The opportunities and challenges for new energy vehicle are as follows. Every electric vehicle manufacturing companies may try their best to prolong the life of its battery in some ways. Act as a non-biodegradable resource, battery may pollute the Earth environment more than emission of exhaust gas if battery has such a short life for electric car. The average life for battery of electric car is nearly 17 years for 320,000km, and the companies are still trying to extend it. By doing that, electric car manufacturing companies may become more engaged in environmental protection. The battery life for TESLA has approximately 500,000km, which is higher than average, and it makes TESLA play a role in environmental protect and has higher chance to gain subsidy from government to do more research and experiments.

The spontaneous combustion for electric vehicle is one of the main worries for people to purchase electric vehicle. As we all know, people will always take safety into consideration when they want to buy a car. TESLA electric car has plenty of spontaneous combustion incident occurred around the world, and it has to commit more funding to fight the danger of spontaneous combustion as the safety problems would always be the first consideration for any consumers.

The charging problems are puzzled for any electric car manufacturing companies. With an innate disadvantage comparing with fuel vehicle, electric car has to spend more time charging. As we all know, people are pursuing for convenience nowadays, and they may have some emergencies to drive a long distance. The charging problems may be taken into consideration for someone always having business trip. On average, the electric car has to cost nearly 8 hours for fully charged, which looks like time-consuming when compare with fuel car. In addition, apart from the time for charging, people may not find the charging piles everywhere, which makes harder for them to charge their cars. In the rural areas, it’s hard to find a charging pile. From my perspective, TESLA needs to spend more money on investing charging piles and the speed of charging, while ensuring the safety.

In my opinion, the "ecosystem" for electric devices is quite significant. For example, APPLE has a strong "ecosystem" for all of its devices. iPhone has no such a huge difference comparing with other brands such as Samsung and Huawei. However, if we possess iPhone, iPad, Mac, and Air pods together, these devices will change our daily lives and make our lives easy. Therefore, TESLA should invest in auxiliar products for electric cars to build up a proper "ecosystem" to increase customer stickiness.

In my opinion, the "ecosystem" for electric devices is quite significant. For example, APPLE has a strong "ecosystem" for all of its devices. iPhone has no such a huge difference comparing with other brands such as Samsung and Huawei. However, if we possess iPhone, iPad, Mac, and Air pods together, these devices will change our daily lives and make our lives easy. Therefore, TESLA should invest in auxiliar products for electric cars to build up a proper "ecosystem" to increase customer stickiness. For example, TESLA may invest in iPhone or wearable devices in the future to set up an ecosystem, which may increase the stickiness of customers and provide better user experience.

In the top cities of China, the government has limited the plate number of fuel car. Sometimes, in order to purchase a fuel car in there, the cost of that car will increase a lot as people have to purchase the plate number for nearly thousands of or even tens of thousand dollars. On the contrary, the plate number for new energy car is free, which will dramatically decline the cost of purchasing car. Due to such policy, people may have more willingness and abilities to purchase electric car, which may boost the demand for TESLA. Also, the tax rate for electric car is lower than that of fuel car in most cities of China, which decreases the cost of the manufacturers. In this way, they are more likely to get an advantage in price to promote their sales. In addition, they can harness the decreased cost to do more research in battery and so on.

The automatic drive is always the core selling points for electric cars. In information age, people may chase for more intelligent and convenient cars than ever before. However, the safety of automatic drive still not been verified yet due to insufficient data and immature devices such as infrared scanner and so on. TESLA should commit more funding to invest in automatic drive to push out such technology into electric car market as there is still no company overcome such difficulty.

3 Touring industry

As a country which has second largest GDP-$14342.9 billion and largest population-1.4 billion people in the world, China has increasingly developed in recent years. China has annually 6% GDP growth rate before, which is high for such amounts of GDP. Comparing to other developed countries such as US-2% and Japan-0.5%, China still has great potential to raise its GDP. Although China has such amounts of population-nearly 1.4 billion people, the discrepancy between GDPS per capita of China-$8,254.3(2019) and the threshold of becoming developed country-$12,000-15,000 is decreasing continuously. With those innate advantages and potentials toward economics, China is reasonable and logical to gain higher expectations in various industries, which may boost the stock market in long run. Some people may consider that some industries with inelastic
demand may not be affected, but the truth is they are wrong. With the pandemic, nearly half a million people are infected by coronavirus, and the nearly 10,000 people pass away every day, which is a massive loss throughout human history.

Accompanying with the aged tendency of population, population who over 60 years old occupied 17.9% of the population-249.49 millions have more time to enjoy their lives, and they are more willing to travel around world because of more spare time and high disposable income, which increases the global demand for touring industry. According to such objective factors, people may inadvertently consider that touring industry as a sun industry may have relative high revenue and great expectations, comparing to other sunset businesses such as manufacturing and real estate. However, with the pandemic, such amount of infected people and death rate may trigger long-lasting effects on global economics. For example, although the vaccine is existing now, the validation and sequela of it still not being verified. People may not be confident to take the vaccines and go out or travel around the world. Such psychological state may suppress the speed of economic recovery in short run. Most industries have declined a lot for their revenues, gross margin, and gross profit rate. On the contrary, many people may still think that touring industry may not be influenced by Coronavirus because the tourism acts inelastic for demand. However, due to the financial statement published by public companies, their revenues have dropped dramatically. For example, TCOM only have a half of the revenues-$13.3 billion in third quarter of 2020, compared to third quarter of 2019-$27.3 billion. Also, ABNB has the similar situation with TCOM. The third quarter revenue of 2020 is $2.5 billion, comparing to $3.6billion. Also, due to economic recession, the unemployment rate raised a lot in 2020 globally.

4 Tactics for touring companies

Assuming that the price of the plane ticket is elastic, with the drop of price, people may purchase more tickets to travel around during pandemic. Therefore, airline company may prevent the flying with no passengers and increase the revenue. As the costs of the gasoline and plane are sunk costs, with more sold tickets, the airline company may have more profits. For example, during pandemic. Xiamen airline companies decreased the price of the tickets dramatically, normally $100 tickets have dropped to nearly $10 for increasing occupation rate and revenues. Such discount may raise the revenue of the Xiamen airline company in some ways.

Airline company may make some promotion strategies such as “one ticket for a year”. To be more specific, by buying such ticket with a thousand of dollars, passengers could fly in any flights within a year for free. In order to get over the budget crisis, airline company has to recoup funds as soon as possible for preventing the bankruptcy. In addition, as touring intermediary agencies, companies like Xiecheng (TCOM) may issue a VIP ticket for a year flight. In short run, such strategy may help the company get rid of the fiscal crisis by receiving VIP member fees. However, in long run, airline companies may face decline in performance within revenue and gross margin after pandemic. In this strategy, if people believe that the pandemic will affect their life and the economics will be recovered in near future, it’s cost-saving for them to purchase such ticket and enjoy these services at cost price as they have frequent flight demands.

The airline companies can take some special travelling plans to satisfy people’s needs in travelling. As people have to quarantine 14 days if they travel from one city to another, this strategy meets the psychological demands of people to go sightseeing rather than travel in place. For example, people may travel around the Hongkong in the plane and watch the lightening performance in plane. Such strategy may satisfy people’s psychological needs of travelling and also meet the global policies of epidemic prevention and control. In addition, airline company may make some revenues to survive during pandemic to prevent the cut of employees and ensure the employment to some extents.

Incorporate with high-tech companies: on-line travelling, such plan needs touring companies incorporate with high-tech companies like Virtual reality companies. In this way, VR companies have to provide some free devices for touring companies in order to attract people start to do online travelling. By doing this, people may be gratified to do this as it meets their sense of curiosity of VR and travelling. In the information age, by inviting celebrities to participate in and drive this kind of events, the interests of people may be boosted. Besides, the price discrimination should be presented in this strategy. For example, older people and children may have some discounts because they might not interest in such kind of travelling model. Then, touring companies may make some money to make employment and get several revenues. In addition, VR companies may obtain indispensable data for them to continuously upgrade their system and hardware, which paves the way for future development.

Pandemic, act as a challenge and opportunity. With the declining demand for people to travel, companies have enough time to compete with foreign scenic spots. As people may try to gain experiences of foreign lifestyles, cultures, and sceneries, touring companies may somewhat build a resort to meet such demands. Such trend has started in 2018. For example, Disney has set up a resort in Shanghai, which attracts a lot of tourist who were intending to visit the Disney resort of Hongkong or Japan. In this way, people who are not afforded to go abroad may attempt to get such resort having foreign lifestyles and architectural building. Also, people with middle or even higher income level-$2,000 may be attracted to their if the services are satisfying. In order to raise the quality of service, touring companies may invite foreign expertise to train workers within the resort.

In the top cities of China, the government has limited the plate number of fuel car. Sometimes, in order to purchase a fuel car in there, the cost of that car will increase a lot as people have to purchase the plate
number for nearly thousands of or even tens of thousand dollars. On the contrary, the plate number for new energy car is free, which will dramatically decline the cost of purchasing car. Due to such policy, the touring industries companies may start to promote a project about the “shared cars”. With a lower cost of purchasing the car and sustainable life, the electric car has innate advantages over fuel cars. Such project may further improve the circulation of expenditure within touring industry.

The automatic driving is always an ideal technology for all electric vehicle manufacturing companies. Such technology will facilitate the travelling and make people’s life more efficient. In addition, by using such technology well, the traffic accident rate may decrease in some way as the automatic driving will ensure that the car may abide by traffic rules. Therefore, such automatic driving technology is an opportunity for all of vehicle manufacturing companies. The first company overcoming the technical barriers of automatic driving will earn a huge advantage in car market, which may bring enormous amounts of revenues, and such technique could also be used in touring industries to decrease the cost of labor. For example, as the automatic driving becomes mature to some extent, it can also be used in plane, which may dramatically decrease the cost of airline companies in the future.

The touring companies may also invest in touring-related clothes in order to rise their sales revenue. As we all know, when people travel around world, they may meet extreme weather. Therefore, in order to provide a better user experience for customers, the touring agency could incorporate with several clothing manufacturers to meet cope with such kind of problem. For example, when people want to make a journey to Canada or Iceland in winter, the touring agency may make some recommendations for customers to purchase some cold weather outfit, such as Canada Goose. In this way, the touring companies not only may increase the satisfaction from customers, but it also may increase the commission revenue for touring companies. Such tactic may act as a long-term strategy for touring companies to increase the stickiness of customers.

5 Conclusion

During pandemic, people’s lives are affected dramatically—more than 20 million people have been affected, and most companies have been affected by such virus. Also, a lot of industries have been affected by coronavirus, especially for tourism industry and new energy automobile industry as I have mentioned above. We have presented plenty of difficulties and opportunities for touring industry and new energy vehicle industry during pandemic. We have listed the resolutions for related companies to develop and flourish in the crisis. The inelastic-demand industries will never exist, and the only way for them to survive in the future is that they have to keep researching and setting up technical barriers. For example, during pandemic, touring industries should make promotional strategy and corporate with high-tech companies to explore the market. Also, the new energy vehicle companies should meet customers’ demands and resolve the existing problems. Due to the pandemic, each country has its own economic policies. In order to further develop the industries, there are two methods for enterprise: “from top to bottom” and “from bottom to top”. As the former, the companies should always follow up the relative policies set up by government. In this regard, they could take the advantages of these policies to develop as they could gain the subsidy or tax exemption. As the latter one, the company could diversify its operation to other fields. For example, a manufacturing company could invest in financial area in some ways if they are optimistic about the future financial market. Overall, we should be hopeful for future global development and prepared to pursue our goals.
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